
Let's explore....

FOUND ART is made from everyday objects that artists have decided to turn into art in 

different ways. They might paint or draw the FOUND OBJECTS like Lisa Milroy, or they might show the objects

as their artwork. For example, artist Michael Craig-Martin made a piece of art by putting a glass of water on a

shelf! Most FOUND OBJECTS need the artist’s help to get us to see them in a different way – the artist might

give them a new name, change them, or EXHIBIT them (show them in a gallery) in an usual way.

 

Marcel Duchamp is the most famous artist to use FOUND ART. In 1917, he EXHIBITED a urinal (a toilet for men!)

He called it ‘Fountain’! People were shocked! They thought it was disgusting and argued that it wasn’t art! It was

a toilet! Duchamp wanted people to think about what art is. Can anything be art? Who decides what art is and

what should be in galleries? He also wanted people to think about the difference between FORM (what

something looks like) and FUNCTION (what something is used for). He wanted people to think about the urinal

differently! If you don’t look at it as a toilet (!) it has an interesting shape! He called his art ‘READY-MADE ART’. 

 

Lots of FOUND ART is SCUPTURE (a 3D artwork). The artist Man Ray stuck nails to the bottom of an iron as a

piece of art! Damien Hirst uses shells, butterflies, and dead animals to help people think about life and death.

Tracey Emin EXHIBITED her un-made bed with her possessions on the floor around it! People were confused!

 

Some artists use FOUND OBJECTS to make something else. Pablo Picasso used objects like matchboxes and

newspapers in some of his art SURREALIST artist Salvador Dali made an artwork from an old-fashioned

telephone with a lobster that you talk into! (Learn more about SURREALISM in our Desmond Morris ‘Art Burst’) 

Thought stop
Which objects can you see in this painting? Where would you find them? What would you use them for?

Why do you think Milroy has chosen to put these objects together? Do they have anything in common?

Do you think any object can be ‘art’? What counts as art? Is a dustbin art?

Can an object be beautiful and useful? Can a kettle be beautiful? Can a chair be ugly?

Next steps...
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1.  Write a ‘Found Poem’! You will need a long piece of text (writing) that you can draw on (so don’t choose a

book!) You could use the back of the Cornflakes packet, an advertising leaflet, or a magazine. Choose which

words you want to keep in your poem and which you don’t need, and black out the words you don’t want using

a marker pen. The words that are left-over will make your poem! It doesn't have to make sense! You could take

a photo or write your poem down. Have a look for ‘Found Poetry’ on Google image search for more inspiration.

2.  Make a Found Art Gallery! Find an empty table or floor-space. Find some ‘plinths’ (blocks which 3D

artworks sit on in galleries) – you could use Jenga blocks, cardboard boxes or books – the smaller the better!

Find some objects to display on your plinths – the smaller the better. Give each object a new name and use and

make display labels (A teaspoon could be ‘A spade for digging to the centre of the earth!’ Or, a jam jar lid could

be a ‘Frisbee’) Invite people to visit your gallery! You could make tickets and give tours to explain the artworks!

3.  Get mathematical! Arrange your found objects from the ‘Try it at Home’ challenge in order of size - which is

largest and which is smallest? Arrange them in order of weight – which is heaviest and which is lightest? You

could measure and weigh each object. Then, have a go at categorising them (put them into groups) First, group

them into different colours, then into different FUNCTIONS (what they are used for), then into the rooms they

are found in, and then into the materials they are made from. 

4.  Have a look at some Found Art using Google image search. Which is your favourite piece? Why?

 

Read:                      U12s: Louis Sachar’s ‘Holes’ – all about looking for things, and sometimes, finding them! 

                                U5s: ‘I Want My Hat Back’ by John Klassen – a bear goes looking for something he’s lost!

 

Watch:                  'The Borrowers’ by Mary Norton – a family of people 4 inches tall ‘borrow’ human objects!

Found Art
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T! LISA MILROY - SMALL OBJECTS
 

In the 1980s, Milroy became famous for making lots of paintings of

everyday objects. She painted shoes, lipsticks and even lightbulbs!

They had white backgrounds and were finished quickly, in one day.

This is a STILL LIFE painting (a picture of a group of objects), but it 

            She likes to use everyday objects in her art to get people to

look at them more closely and in a different way. When you take an

object away from the place we usually use it, or think about what it

looks like instead of what we do with it, it makes us see differently!

Lots of the little things we take for granted are amazing!

is a little different to most still life paintings as the objects are

separated (look at our Art Burst on STILL LIFE for more information)

Make your own ‘Small Objects’ artwork!
 

1.  Collect some small everyday objects from around your house. Choose objects that have interesting shapes

and colours. They might have something in common, or they might be the same colour, or they might have no

connection at all! You might want to choose a THEME (a big idea which you want people to think about).

2.  Arrange your objects separately on an empty surface like a table or the floor.

3.  Decide on your MEDIUM (the materials you are going to use) – do you want to draw your objects, paint them,

or take a photo? Could you use a found object to draw on or draw with?!

4.  Get creative! Remember to share your finished piece!

Swindon Museum and Art Gallery 
Bath Road, Swindon, SN1 4BA

www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk

Try it at home!

Lisa Milroy was born in Canada in 1959. 

She moved to England at the age of 19.

Look carefully to discover all the household objects in this painting from 1987!


